Introduction

Almost all congenital vascular abnormalities affect the skin and are evident from birth or become so during the first few weeks of life. Up to almost 12% of newborns are thought to have a hemangioma, although most of these disappear during the first year of life.1 For centuries, these lesions have been recognized as cutaneous vascular nevi, attributed in some cultures to whims or excessive consumption of red fruits by the mother during pregnancy. In the 19th century, with the first steps in histopathology, they began to be known as angiomas, although other types of lesion have often erroneously been described using this term. For example, the term hemangioma, the most important, has been generically applied to all types of vascular lesion regardless of the pathogenesis, histology, or clinical course.

At first glance, the 2 most common types of vascular birthmarks—hemangiomas and vascular malformations—may appear to be very similar but their course and treatment are different. Hemangiomas appear in the first few weeks of life, whereas vascular malformations are always present from birth even though they might not be apparent. Hemangiomas usually regress spontaneously over time.
whereas vascular malformations never disappear and often grow during a person’s lifetime. Thus, in general, most hemangiomas can be considered insignificant tumors that do not require treatment except in certain exceptional circumstances and that represent an esthetic rather than a medical problem. Nevertheless, they may have a large psychological impact in the family setting. Just as there are congenital hemangiomas with intrauterine development that begin to regress from the moment of birth and that will completely resolve in a few months, some hemangiomas with normal development may not involute and will persist throughout a person’s life. This group, defined initially by Enjolras et al, and characterized clinically by a solitary lesion located almost always on the head and neck, and histologically by glucose-transporter-1 negativity, is the only one that might be confused with a vascular malformation.

Thus, in summary, with the above exception, no vascular birthmark present in an adolescent or adult should be described as a hemangioma or angioma because it is really a vascular malformation. There is much confusion concerning vascular abnormalities, even within the scientific community. Indeed, it has been found that more than half the patients attending referral clinics with vascular abnormalities had been diagnosed and followed incorrectly. Some physicians familiar with this entity often rightly describe children with vascular malformations as “nomadic patients” because they have visited different specialists according to the anatomical site and possible consequences for specific organs, and in each case a different diagnosis has been made and treatment has followed different therapeutic criteria. Often, at the best of times, treatment and follow-up consist of “phototherapy,” a term that does not refer to the therapeutic properties of ultraviolet radiation but rather to the periodic photographs to assess the lesion course. In this case, “at the best of times” means that disproportionate or inappropriate treatments are not applied because of erroneous diagnosis.

Therefore, in addition to a correct classification of vascular malformations, a multidisciplinary approach to the follow-up and management of these patients is needed. In 1982, Mulliken and Glowacki published a biological classification of vascular lesions based on the main endothelial characteristics. This classification has become widely accepted and is reviewed every 2 years by the International Society for the Study of Vascular Anomalies (ISSVA). Despite this, there is currently substantial confusion in the classification of these lesions. For example, in an analysis of the latest editions of 5 text books of genetic medicine, an inappropriate use of the terms hemangioma and vascular malformation could be found, attributable to the even more frequent confusions found in clinical journals.

The ISSVA was founded in 1992 in Budapest with the aim of achieving consensus among health care professionals from different medical fields who are in contact with these patients. Specialists include pediatricians, dermatologists, interventional radiologists, plastic and vascular surgeons, pediatric surgeons, ear, nose, and throat specialists, ophthalmologists, pathologists, and geneticists. The common aim was to further the knowledge of the pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment of patients with vascular lesions. Treatment of these lesions is often very complex and consensus should be reached among a broad group of specialists who, working as a team, arrive at definitive or palliative solutions for patients with vascular malformations, limiting “phototherapy” to those patients in whom the maxim “do no harm” really can be applied after detailed examination. We all bear the responsibility of training and inspiring those professionals in contact with these patients so that they are able to send them to referral clinics and thus ensure that the vascular malformations get the best diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up.

### Classification of Vascular Malformations

It was more than 20 years ago when Mulliken and Glowacki described a biological classification of congenital vascular malformations based on the main pathological characteristics of the endothelium and the natural course of the lesion (Table 1). This classification was later redefined by Mulliken and Young and adopted by the ISSVA in 1996. Today, it is the most widely used classification with minimal changes to the original version (Table 2). In 1998, the so-called Hamburg classification was published (and subsequently approved by the ISSVA). This classification describes the malformation in terms of the predominant component of the vascular lesion, which is then classified as truncular or extratruncular according to the embryonic stage when the malformation begins to develop (Table 3). This classification does not include hemangiomas or arteriovenous lesions.

### Table 1. Mulliken and Glowacki Classification of Congenital Vascular Lesions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemangiomas</th>
<th>Vascular Malformations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capillary</td>
<td>Venular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous</td>
<td>Lymphatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arteriovenous</td>
<td>Combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous-lymphatic</td>
<td>Venous-venular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modified by Waner and Suen.
lymphatic malformations, but it is useful for making diagnoses according to clinical and anatomic characteristics, forms the basis for defining the treatment of choice, and aids dialogue between different specialists.

Waner and Suen made 2 minor changes to the Mulliken classification: they considered the term “arteriovenous malformations” to be erroneous and suggested using the term capillary malformations because it is in the capillary bed where the small arteriovenous shunts are found, and all other characteristic findings (afferent arterial hypertrophy and dilation of the efferent venous system) are secondary to these malformations. This first modification does not alter the previous classification, as the authors were of the opinion that rather than clarifying matters it could lead to confusion. The second modification does however affect the classification. Thus, they introduced the term venular malformation to refer to the port wine stain or nevus flammeus, were of the opinion that these lesions correspond to postcapillary ectatic venules of the papillary plexus, and subclassified these malformations according to size. The classification is as follows:

1. Vessels between 50 and 80 µm in diameter, characterized clinically as pink macules.

2. Vessels between 80 and 120 µm, with a darker coloring than the previous classification.

3. Vessels between 120 and 150 µm with red-violaceous color.

4. Vessels greater than 150 µm, corresponding to dilated vessels that form palpable nodules, of cobblestone appearance and violaceous coloring. This group also includes the so-called venule malformations of the midline, known in lay terms as salmon patch, stork bite, or angel’s kiss.

Other specialists have also classified venous malformations according to anatomic site and hemodynamic characteristics, an approach which is particularly useful for assessing the efficacy of sclerotherapy. Phlebography is necessary to define the hemodynamic characteristics of the lesion, although as we shall see later, this test may be supplanted in the future by computed tomographic (CT) angiography. Thus, venous malformations can be divided into 4 groups:

a) isolated malformations with no peripheral drainage;

b) malformations that drain into normal veins;

c) malformations that drain into dysplastic veins; and

d) venous distension. The first 2 types are the easiest to treat and show a better response to sclerotherapy.

Finally, the natural history of an arteriovenous malformation can be divided into different stages according to the moment in its development. Schobinger divides these stages as follows:

I. Quiescence: characterized by a pink-violaceous mark and the presence of an arteriovenous shunt detectable by echo-Doppler ultrasound.

II. Expansion: as in stage I, but clinically pulsatile, with obvious presence of tortuous vessels and tight turns.

III. Destruction: as for stage II, along with dystrophic skin changes, ulceration, bleeding, and continuous pain.

IV. Decompensation: similar to stage III, associated with heart failure.

### Table 2. Modified Classification of the International Society for the Study of Vascular Anomalies (Rome, Italy, 1996)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumors</th>
<th>Hemangiomas</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superficial (capillary or strawberry hemangiomas)</td>
<td>Kaposiform hemangioendothelioma</td>
<td>Tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep (cavernous hemangiomas)</td>
<td>Tufted angioma</td>
<td>Hemangiomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>Hemangiofibroma</td>
<td>Combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spindle-cell hemangioendothelioma</td>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glomangiomas</td>
<td>Kaposi sarcoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pyogenic granuloma</td>
<td>Angiosarcoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular Malformations</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Combined defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capillary (C) (port wine stain, nevus flammeus)</td>
<td>Arteriovenous fistula (AVF)</td>
<td>Arterial and venous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous (V)</td>
<td>Arteriovenous malformation (AVM)</td>
<td>Hemangioendothelioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphatic (L) (lymphangioma, cystic hygroma)</td>
<td>CLVM (includes most of the Klippel-Trenaunay syndromes)</td>
<td>Infiltrating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial (A)</td>
<td>CVM (includes some cases of Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome)</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LVM</td>
<td>Combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAVM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLAVM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Classification of Vascular Malformations: Hamburg, Germany 1988

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Defect:</th>
<th>Anatomic Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Truncular</td>
<td>Extratruncular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainly arterial</td>
<td>Aplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilatation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainly venous</td>
<td>Aplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilatation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainly arteriovenous shunt</td>
<td>Superficial arteriovenous fistula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep arteriovenous fistula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined defects</td>
<td>Arterial and venous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hemangioendothelioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infiltrating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pathophysiology

Vascular malformations are benign, nontumorous lesions that are always present from birth, although they may not always be visible until weeks or months later. Their incidence is 1.5%, approximately two-thirds are predominantly venous, and they are evenly distributed according to sex and race. They are considered diffuse or localized defects in embryonic development and have been traditionally attributed to sporadic mutations. However, recent evidence points to a possible familial hereditary component. Vikkula et al identified a mutation characterized by increased activity of the tyrosine kinase receptor tunica internal endothelial cell kinase-2 (Tie-2) in 2 families with venous malformations. Tie-2 is essential for early vessel development and increased activity can lead to abnormal growth of the primary vascular plexus. The same authors also found glomulin to be implicated in patients with glomuvenous malformations. Furthermore, some genetic mutations have been reported in cerebral cavernous malformations and combined vascular malformations such as Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome and Proteus syndrome. Likewise, at least 2 types of vascular malformation have been implicated in abnormalities in neural modulation of blood vessels; thus, venular malformations are probably due to a relative or absolute deficit in autonomic innervation of the postcapillary venular plexus, whereas arteriovenous malformations may be due to the same abnormality, but at the level of the precapillary sphincters (Table 4).

To explain the etiology of port wine stains, the term “sick dermatome” has been coined whereby a lesion is due to completely or partly defective sensory and autonomic vascular innervation giving rise to growth of the affected vessels, which may even take on a cobblestone appearance. In the case of complete defects, the changes over time will be quicker. Histologic study of hypertrophy in such vessels has revealed, in addition to the vascular abnormalities, diffuse hamartomatous changes affecting epithelial connective tissue and neural elements of the skin, an observation which points to a somatic mutation in the affected area. Moreover, precapillary sphincters are responsible for regulating blood flow through the nidus. Defective autonomic innervation or neuroreceptor deficit at this site might possibly be the cause of arteriovenous malformations. The age of onset and the clinical course will depend on whether the defect is complete or partial.

Unlike hemangiomas, vascular malformations do not have a growth cycle and subsequent spontaneous regression but rather persist throughout a person’s lifetime, growing slowly, sometimes in response to injury, changes in blood or lymph pressure, infections, hormonal changes, etc. Characteristically, these lesions progressively produce ectasia of vascular structures, increasing the diameter of vessels without increasing their number. Expansion is therefore by hypertrophy but not by hyperplasia, as is the case for hemangiomas. In any case, there are nuances to this traditional concept as many exceptions can be found. For example, arteriovenous malformations often grow through hyperplasia and may behave like actual tumors. Despite an apparent endothelial quiescence, some vascular malformations can expand rapidly during pregnancy, after surgery, or in response to injury. Further clarification of the pathogenesis of vascular malformations is still needed but their formation and progression are closely related to angiogenesis. Angiogenesis is a complex process regulated by many angiogenic factors leading to the formation of new functional vasculature. This includes differentiation of endothelial and mural cells (pericytes), cell proliferation and migration, and specification of arterial, venous, and lymphatic fate. Although to our knowledge studies in

Table 4. Genetics of Vascular Malformations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vascular Malformation</th>
<th>Chromosomal Localization</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>OMIM #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1 cerebral cavernous malformation</td>
<td>7q11.2-q21</td>
<td>KRT1</td>
<td>#603284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 cerebral cavernous malformation</td>
<td>7p15-p13</td>
<td>MGC4607</td>
<td>#603285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3 cerebral cavernous malformation</td>
<td>3q25.2-27</td>
<td>PDCD10</td>
<td>#603285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome</td>
<td>5q13.3</td>
<td>AGGF1</td>
<td>#149000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arteriovenous-capillary malformations</td>
<td>5q13.3</td>
<td>RASA 1</td>
<td>#608354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous malformation with cutaneous and mucosal involvement</td>
<td>9p21</td>
<td>TIE2</td>
<td>#600195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glomuvenous malformation</td>
<td>1p22-p21</td>
<td>glomulin</td>
<td>#138000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteus syndrome</td>
<td>10q23.31</td>
<td>PTEN</td>
<td>#176920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

adult patients with vascular malformations have yet to show an angiogenic serum profile, theoretically, such an observation might be expected, and some unpublished preliminary results from our group support it. Marler et al.29 observed elevated metalloproteinases and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) in urine from children with hemangiomas and vascular malformations compared to controls. Another study showed elevated serum levels of bFGF in a patient with glomangiomas.30 In addition, some clinical findings and molecular studies have found that cerebral arteriovenous malformations show angiogenesis and vascular remodeling.31 We have recently observed elevated plasma levels of angiopoietin-2 (as in some cerebral lesions32) and Tie-2 receptor in a patient with extensive and active arteriovenous malformation.33 All these findings point to a significant role for angiogenesis in the development and maintenance of vascular malformations, perhaps not as abrupt and circumscript in time as in the proliferative phase of hemangiomas,34,35 but still important for explaining the pathophysiology of these lesions.

Clinical Characteristics

We will now follow the Mulliken and Glowacki classification5 with the aforementioned modifications concerning venular and arteriovenous malformations.12

Venular Malformations

In the Mulliken and Glowacki classification, venular malformations are denominated capillary malformations even though they would be better classed as venular because of the abnormal histopathological findings in the postcapillary venules of the papillary plexus.12 Venular malformations can be divided into midline malformations and traditional venular malformations known as port wine stains, telangiectatic nevus, or nevus flammeus.

Midline lesions are pink macules, may or may not be confluent, are always present from birth, appear on the midline of the head, and are commonly known as “salmon stains,” “stork bites,” or “angel kisses.” They occur in 40% of white newborns and 30% of black ones. They are usually transient and tend to disappear during the first year of life in 65% of boys and 54% of girls,36 particularly in the case of lesions on anterior sites. Unlike port wine stains, they never progress, and hypertrophy or cobblestone appearance is extremely uncommon. When they affect anterior parts of the body, they characteristically spread in a wedge-shaped pattern on the glabella and forehead along territory innervated by the supratrochlear and supraorbital nerves. Often the nose in the supraalar region and the upper lip in the two-thirds of the philtrum are affected.

Port wine stains are reddish-pink macules that darken over time. Although they are always congenital, they do not become visible until several days after birth. They occur in 0.4% of newborns and equally in boys and girls. In 83% of cases, they appear on the head and neck37 (Figure 1) and, interestingly, they affect the right side of the face more often than the left side.38

Port wine stains are located on one or more facial dermatomes defined by branches of the trigeminal nerve. The V2 dermatome is the one most often implicated (57%), followed by the mandibular one (V3), and the ophthalmic one (V1).37 When more than one dermatome is affected, the most common association is V2 with V1 or V3, accounting for 90% of the cases. The lesion usually shows a geographic confluent morphology, and in such cases response to laser therapy is better than in patchy lesions.37 When the V2 dermatome is affected, the mucosa adjacent to or close to the cutaneous lesion may be compromised. Mucosa such as the vermilion border, labial mucosa, and maxillary and gingival mucosa tend to be affected in this case. Unlike lesions of the midline, these venular malformations darken and thicken with age, acquiring a more violaceous tone and a cobblestone appearance, although the course may vary among individuals and is much more evident in the head and neck region than at other anatomic sites (Figure 2). They may sometimes be associated with small skeletal changes in the form of bone hypertrophy, particularly when the V2 lesion extends to the gingival and maxillary mucosa. This localized hypertrophy may lead to gaps between the teeth and a striking increased volume of the affected lip that requires surgical correction (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Port wine stain on the right side of the face without exceeding the midline. V1 and V2 involvement.
Syndromes Associated With Venular Malformations

Certain venular malformations, when present at a specific anatomic site, are associated with syndromes that are diagnosed or suspected due to the cutaneous vascular anomaly (Table 5).

**Sturge-Weber Syndrome or Encephalotrigeminal Angiomatosis**

The Sturge-Weber syndrome occurs due to sporadic mutations, and has a prevalence of 1 case per 50,000 neonates. Clinically, it is characterized by a facial venular malformation associated with leptomeningeal vascular malformation and ocular abnormalities, although not all lesions may be apparent and leptomeningeal abnormalities may even occur without venular malformation. Increased expression of the fibronectin gene in fibroblasts taken from damaged tissues in some patients has been attributed a pathogenic role.

The V1 dermatome is always compromised in the case of port wine stains. Although the lesion is generally unilateral, it may affect both sides of the face or extend to the lower half of the face and trunk. It is often associated with gingival, labial, or hemifacial hyperplasia due to expansion of soft or bony parts; hyperplasia is greater with more extensive port wine stains. The most important clinical ocular manifestation is glaucoma, which should be treated early. However, the most frequent manifestation is increased choroidal vascularization that gives a characteristic image at the back of the eye known as “tomato ketchup.” This lesion is usually asymptomatic in childhood but can lead to retinal detachment in adult life.

Leptomeningeal angiomatosis usually occurs on the same side as the venular malformation and is manifest clinically as epileptic symptoms with focal tonic-clonic seizures on the contralateral side of the body, with onset during the first year of life. Response to treatment is variable and most seizures usually become resistant to antiepileptic drugs, leading to slow progressive hemiparesis. Half of the patients are mentally retarded during childhood as a result of chronic consumption of antiepileptic drugs, local hypoxia resulting from prolonged epileptic seizures, and progressive cerebral atrophy.

Although diagnosis is essentially clinical, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can indicate whether leptomeningeal vascular abnormalities and cerebral atrophy are present. This technique is also useful for detecting the so-called “tram-track” cerebral calcifications which appear over time in patients. An annual ophthalmological check-up that includes examination of the back of the eye and determination of intraocular pressure should be undertaken. In 22 patients with Sturge-Weber syndrome (aged between 8 days and 25 months), single photon emission tomography...
(SPECT) was done with xenon 133 to determine the regional cerebral blood flow at the same time as an MRI scan. At times when a seizure was documented, SPECT revealed decreased blood flow, confirming hypoperfusion and hypometabolism in the damaged side. Surprisingly, when SPECT was done in patients before the seizures, the most affected side showed hyperperfusion in 75% of the cases. This test can therefore help in the early diagnosis of damage in children with the Sturge-Weber syndrome, a possibility that is beneficial because early treatment of convulsions can help limit anoxia and neurological damage.47

Cobb Syndrome or Cutaneomeningospinal Angiomatosis

In Cobb syndrome, a venular malformation with a metameric distribution on the trunk or proximal part of the limbs occurs above a vascular malformation of the spinal cord. The onset of symptoms from the spinal malformation takes place during childhood and adolescence. Symptoms take the form of paraplegia or spastic paraparesis and sensory loss below the level of the affected spinal cord. A metameric port wine stain present on the trunk should raise suspicion of Cobb syndrome before neurologic symptoms appear and some patients with a spinal lesion may be candidates for surgery. Diagnostic confirmation is obtained by MRI.48

Although to a lesser extent than with hemangiomas, the presence of a venular malformation in the lumbosacral region might be associated with spinal dysraphism, which should be ruled out by an imaging technique (ultrasound or MRI).

Cutis Marmorata Telangiectatica Congenita

Although cutis marmorata telangiectatica congenita is classified as a simple venular malformation, it is actually a mixed malformation that combines venular and venous elements. One out of every 3000 neonates is affected and it has a recessive autosomal character.49,50 It is characterized clinically as livedo reticularis, which takes on a marble-like appearance, with flat or depressed lesions and superficial telangiectasias. In the case of segmental disease, hypotrophy or atrophy of the skin or—less frequently—ulceration of the affected limb may occur. Over time, the lesions of some patients tend to get progressively lighter until completely disappearing.51 When the lesions are diffuse, follow a mosaic pattern, or the head is involved, further tests are recommended to rule out other associated diseases such as retinal abnormalities, secondary neovascular glaucoma, patent ductus arteriosus, or spina bifida.52

Phacomatosis Pigmentovascularis

The term phacomatosis pigmentovascularis refers to congenital processes characterized by the combination of vascular and melanocytic nevi in the same patient, in whom “twin spotting” is a manifestation of mosaicism. Most patients can be classified into 4 types. Type 1 is associated with a venular malformation with melanocytic nevus and verrucous epidermal nevus. In type 2, venular malformation
Lymphatic Malformations

Traditionally, lymphatic malformations have been described as lymphangioma, cystic hygroma, lymphangioma circumscriptum, and lymphangiomatosis.55 Like other vascular malformations, lymphatic malformations are always congenital, although only 65% to 75% are diagnosed at birth; by the end of the second year of life, 80% to 90% have been diagnosed.66 The most common site is the head and particularly the neck (90%)57; the high incidence at this site is explained by some authors in terms of the complexity of the cervical lymphatic system.58 Other typical sites are the axilla, thorax, mediastinum, retroperitoneum, buttocks, and anogenital region. The clinical appearance varies according to the size, depth, and site of the lesion. Often, multiple translucent vesicles containing a viscous fluid are present at the level of the skin or mucosa, which resembles “frog spawn” (Figure 5). The surrounding skin is normal, sometimes with a bluish hue. The surface lesions are connected to deeper cisternae for lymph fluid lying in the subcutaneous or submucosal tissue. Depending on depth, malformations are divided into the microcystic or diffuse variant (also known as lymphangioma), characterized by poorly defined edges and massive generalized edema, and a macrocystic or localized variant comprising multiseptate cysts. In general, mucosal lesions (which affect the floor of the mouth, jugal mucosa, and tongue) belong to the first type and are hard to eradicate with surgery, whereas cervical lesions, the most common type, also known as cystic hygromas, are macrocystic and easier to resect. The latter type of malformation presents as painless nonpulsatile masses with a rubbery consistency that are covered by normal colored skin.

Often, microcystic mucosal lesions may be exacerbated by accidental injury or surgery, intralesional hemorrhage, or infection.59 When they spread, cervical lesions may compress the pharynx or trachea when the mediastinum is involved and those close to the orbit may induce proptosis. Sudden growth of a cervical lymphatic malformation may be an emergency because the airways can be compromised, sometimes leading to respiratory distress. Some studies have reported episodes of sepsis in up to 16% of cervical lesions,60 possibly triggered by oral bacteria.10 Deep lesions cause skeletal hypertrophy in 83% of those affected, and distortion is evident in 33%.61 Such observations are not due to increased blood supply as is the case for other vascular malformations. Specifically, mandibular hypertrophy may cause prognathism and poor jaw closure. Lymphatic abnormalities in the thorax, and particularly those in the thoracic duct, may first become manifest with pleural symptoms in the form of chylothorax. Abnormalities in the gastrointestinal tract cause hypoalbuminemia due to protein-losing enteropathy. Pelvic lesions may become manifest through urinary obstruction, diarrhea, and recurrent infections. When such lesions affect a limb, large lymphatic malformations often cause pain, inflammation, and gigantism due to growth of musculoskeletal tissue. In combined malformations such as Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome, the greater the extent of the lymphatic malformation, the greater the number of complications and secondary effects.

There is a syndrome known as Gorham-Stout syndrome, also known as “phantom bone,” characterized by the presence of lymphatic and venous malformations affecting the skin, mediastinum, and bone. Bone lesions are usually unilateral and cause osteolysis with secondary fibrosis. Extensive lesions may lead to the disappearance of entire bones.62,63 Some cases of regression of lymphatic malformations have been reported, explainable in theory by the appearance over time of a lymphatic-venous shunt.64 In such cases, it is advisable to delay treatment,10,58,59 although some of these supposedly implicated lesions may actually correspond to

Figure 5. Lymphatic malformation. Note the bulky axillary macrocystic lesion and hemorrhagic vesicles on the flexor surface of the proximal forearm.
subcutaneous hemangiomas following their natural course. At present, it is possible to detect the involvement of lymphatic vessels in some vascular malformations that do not a priori appear particularly lymphatic through the use of selective lymphatic cell markers (such as lymphatic vessel endothelial hyaluronan receptor [LYVE]-1 and D-240). Some authors suggest that the presence of these cells is associated with a greater number of coagulation disorders— this is discussed later in the article.65

Venous Malformations

Venous malformations occur in ectatic vessels that have low blood flow and that are morphologically and histologically similar to veins. They are classed as either superficial or deep, and as localized, multicentric, or diffuse. The skin or mucosa that covers such malformations varies in color according to the depth and degree of ectasia of the lesion. The most superficial ones are a purple color whereas the deeper ones appear more bluish or greenish, or may not even be visible. These lesions are soft to the touch, sometimes have a nodular appearance, and empty on applying pressure (Figure 6). In certain positions, such as those on the head and neck after the Valsalva maneuver, the malformation fills with blood, whereas malformations at other sites drain when the affected area is raised above the level of the heart. In highly ectatic lesions, the presence of small venous thrombi is not uncommon. The lesion may become infected and the infection may spread rapidly, causing pain and inflammation. Phlebolites, that is, radiologic markers of this type of malformation, may be present and such malformations appear at early ages. A particularly characteristic feature is that first thing in the morning, patients may experience pain that gradually remits with movement. Symptoms may also be exacerbated in pregnant women and women with hormonal imbalances10 (Figure 7).

In the head and neck region, venous malformations may often compromise the mucosa, with the tongue, palate, lips, and jugal mucosa affected and infiltration of the muscle, salivary glands, and even bone structures (Figures 8 and 9). Specifically, mandibular or maxillary involvement is not uncommon in the form of painless slow-growing masses. The most noteworthy manifestation is gaps between the teeth, which may be moveable or fall out prematurely with heavy bleeding. In the radiograph, the affected bone appears with a honeycomb pattern.66 Hypertrophy of soft tissues and perilesional bone occurs relatively frequently in large lesions. When such lesions affect the periorbital region or the neck, growth may cause ocular problems or airway obstruction, respectively. Relatively frequently, venous malformations are found in the limbs, and are often longer and deeper than can be appreciated externally. Muscle is almost always involved, and joints and bones are also often affected. Unlike combined vascular malformations such as Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome, musculoskeletal atrophy or hypotrophy rather than hypertrophy of the affected limb is usually observed (Figure 10). When the knee is affected, gonalgia is common with functional impairment and hemarthrosis. It is not unusual for arthropathy due to hemosiderin to eventually progress to degenerative arthritis. In a series of 176 patients with venous malformations affecting skeletal muscle tissue, the incidence was twice as high in women and two-thirds of the patients had been diagnosed at birth, whereas the remaining ones had been diagnosed during childhood or adolescence. The most common sites were the head, neck, and limbs, and the main symptoms were pain and inflammation.67

In another series of 27 patients with extensive venous malformations in the limbs, all had musculoskeletal involvement, 81% joint involvement (elbow or knee), and 63% of 19
patients studied had bone abnormalities (thinning, demineralization, or lysis). Another group showed local bone demineralization in 71% of the patients, and this might be associated with pathological fractures. When large venous malformations of the limbs are present, spread to the trunk and visceral involvement—specifically spread from the arms to the pleura, mediastinum, and lungs and from the legs to the pelvis and abdominal cavity—should be ruled out. Thus, a complete imaging study (CT or MRI angiography) has been proposed to assess the extent of the lesion.

In this group of purely segmental venous malformations or in combined extensive venous-lymphatic malformations (such as Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome, discussed below), coagulation disorders have been reported. Specifically, localized intravascular coagulation, which is different to the disseminated intravascular coagulation of the Kasabach-Merritt syndrome, has been described. It is important to mention here that this syndrome, characterized by hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia, and coagulation disorders, is specific to some vascular tumors such as kaposiform hemangioendothelioma or tufted hemangioma, but not to common hemangiomas or vascular malformations, regardless of type. Recently, a new entity has been described denominated multifocal lymphangioendotheliomatosis with thrombocytopenia, characterized by congenital cutaneous and gastrointestinal vascular lesions on the borderline between being a tumor and a vascular malformation and by coagulation disorders, also on the borderline between a disseminated intravascular coagulation of the Kasabach-Merritt syndrome type and a localized intravascular coagulation. Curiously, both in this new entity and in the 2 types of tumor, investigators have described abnormal lymphatic vessels, which in addition to being positive for LYVE-1 are positive for vascular endothelial growth factor-R3, a tyrosine kinase receptor expressed by lymphatic endothelial cells. We would thus postulate that these coagulation disorders with platelet trapping appear mainly in tumors or vascular malformations with lymphatic differentiation. In localized intravascular coagulation, characteristic of some vascular malformations, local uptake of coagulation factors within the malformation or secondary to venous ectasia occurs, leading to the formation of microthrombi and phlebolites. In these patients, fibrinogen levels are usually low (<0.5 g/L) and D-dimer levels are high. Baseline measurement of these parameters is useful when undertaking a therapeutic intervention, as withdrawal of compression stockings, surgery, or sclerotherapy may worsen the condition, predisposing patients to possible thromboembolism, which requires anticoagulation therapy with low molecular weight heparin.

Finally, in patients with extensive venous malformations of the limbs and in Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome, abnormalities of the deep venous system can be found in 47% of the cases, specifically, phlebectasia (36%), aplasia or hypoplasia of venous trunks (8%), aneurysms (8%), and avalvulia (7%). These findings require studies of the deep venous system of the affected limb, particularly before

Figure 8. Large venous malformation on one side of the face with spread towards the neck in a young woman. Postoperative scarring can be seen on the neck.

Figure 9. Detail of the previous patient with extensive involvement of the palate and oral mucosa.
performing a therapeutic procedure, in view of the possible complications that may arise.

Conditions with Their Own Characteristics

Glomus Tumors and Glomangiomas
These are uncommon tumors that originate in the smooth muscle cells in acral arteriovenous shunts. Although the most common site is cutaneous or subcutaneous, they have also been described outside the skin in bone and in the stomach, colon, trachea, and mediastinum. When multiple tumors are present, they are called glomangiomas, which are sometimes hereditary, and should be differentiated from blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome (Table 5).

The natural course and clinical manifestations can help differentiate between venous malformations and glomuvenous ones. Glomuvenous malformations are nodular or plaque lesions with pink or dark blue coloration and a cobblestone appearance. Sometimes hyperkeratotic areas are present, particularly in localized segmental lesions on a limb (Figure 11). They generally affect the skin and subcutaneous cellular tissue without invading deep layers and are painful on palpation. In contrast, venous malformations have a more bluish green color, are compressible, readily invade the muscle and joints, present phlebolites, and are painful, particularly in the morning, with increased pain also associated with hormonal changes. Patients with such malformations may present symptoms of localized intravascular coagulation unlike those with glomuvenous malformations. In case of doubt, the presence of glomus cells in the pathological study is conclusive for diagnosis.

Blue Rubber Bleb Nevus Syndrome
Blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome is associated with multiple venous malformations in the skin and gastrointestinal tract. Skin lesions, which are generally present from birth or appear progressively in early childhood, present in the form of small bluish or purplish nodules. At times, they may form more extensive tumors or bluish macules. Characteristically, they are compressible to palpation to form a rubbery bleb. They typically cause spontaneous pain. Within the digestive tract, the most common site of the lesions is in the small intestine. These malformations may cause bleeding in the digestive system with secondary anemia and require endoscopic monitoring and surgery depending on their severity. From the histopathological point of view, the lesions are vascular ectasias with irregular sizes and forms found in the deep dermis and subcutaneous cellular tissue. MRI is useful for diagnosing the extent of visceral involvement and is used for studying asymptomatic family members. Most of the cases published correspond to sporadic mutations, although a dominant autosomal hereditary pattern has been described in some.

Familial Cutaneomucosal Venous Malformation
This type of malformation is due to a mutation in the Tie-2 receptor that is inherited according to a dominant autosomal pattern. Clinically, these malformations are characterized by the presence of multiple small venous lesions that may affect the skin and mucosas.

Cerebral Venous Malformations (Also Known as “Cavernous Angiomas”)
Like the malformations discussed earlier, cerebral venous malformations also run in families and show the same hereditary pattern. A subgroup of patients with such malformations have cutaneous capillary-venous lesions with a hyperkeratotic appearance; an ocular venous malformation...
Arteriovenous Malformations

Arteriovenous malformations refer to a group of congenital malformations made up of several fistulous tracts that create arteriovenous shunts. In the scientific literature, other synonyms can sometimes be found such as birthmark with discernible pulsation, cirsoid aneurysm, or arteriovenous aneurysm. Mulliken and Young prefer to reserve the term arteriovenous fistula for the acquired traumatic variant comprising a solitary fistula. The histological analysis of the arteriovenous malformations in children and newborn babies shows that the nidus of this lesion is comprised of capillaries. As the malformation matures, the degree of ectasia increases and the development of venous dilation and arterial hypertrophy become apparent.

The most common site of the arteriovenous malformations is the cranium, followed in descending order of frequency by the head, neck, limbs, trunk, and viscera. Of the vascular malformations, the arteriovenous ones—although congenital like the others—are the group that is diagnosed latest, sometimes during the fourth or fifth decade of life. They may erroneously be confused with hemangioma or, more often, with a port wine stain (Figure 12), but the arteriovenous malformations are usually slightly raised macules that are warmer and sometimes pulsatile. Ulceration, intense pain, intermittent bleeding, and hypertrophy of the bone underlying the lesion are also common. A proximal arteriovenous malformation with high blood flow may increase cardiac load and lead to congestive heart failure, although the increased cardiac load is usually compensated for years; in contrast, if the malformation is distal there is a propensity to lower flow and peripheral ischemia (steal syndrome) (Figure 13). The natural history of an arteriovenous malformation is documented using the clinical staging published by Schobinger that we discussed earlier. Unlike venous malformations, these lesions do not fully empty on compression, refill quickly, and are firmer to palpation. As in other malformations, partial removal, manipulation, injury, and hormonal changes can favor growth. Within the group of vascular malformations, arteriovascular ones are the most active, with the greatest chance of expansion and growth and, at the same time, the hardest to treat. Generally, their histological extension exceeds the visible extension, with microscopic infiltration of the underlying tissue that favors relapse after partial removal. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, such lesions have shown a pattern that favors angiogenesis and therefore growth and activation.

Mixed or Combined Malformations

These malformations are complex syndromes that are associated with overgrowth of musculoskeletal tissue (Table 5). They can be classified according to high or low blood flow.

Low Flow

Klippel-Trenaunay Syndrome

The Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome is characterized by the association of a venular, lymphatic, and venous malformation along with skeletal hypertrophy and soft tissue enlargement in one or more limbs. Although the cause has yet to be determined, Servelle postulated that obstruction or atresia of the deep venous system causes chronic venous problems.
hypertension responsible for the port wine stain, varicose veins, and hypertrophy of the limb. Although the presentation is sporadic, familial cases with genetic mutations have recently been reported. Venular malformations or port wine stains are usually multiple, generally affecting a lower limb (95% of cases) and often spreading to the glutea and thorax. In more than 10% of patients the lesion extends beyond the limb with involvement of the trunk and may even affect the entire side of the body. A recent publication distinguished between “geographical stains” (irregular well-defined border resembling a continent) with an intense reddish or violaceous color (Figures 14 and 15) and other “blotchy” marks with a segmental distribution and pink coloration (Figure 16). Geographic stains show greater lymphatic involvement and are associated with more complications. The new diagnostic techniques open up new perspectives in patients with Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome. Advances in noninvasive angiographic techniques such as 3-dimensional MRI venography and/or multislice CT venography allow a complete evaluation of these patients from a single image. Using these procedures, we were able to observe how geographic stains are also often associated with hypoplasia or atresia of the deep venous system in a small but significant series of patients.

Venous malformation manifests as anomalous lateral veins or persistent embryonic veins that are prominent due to valvular insufficiency and due to the frequently associated abnormalities in the deep venous system. Although it may be detected at birth, it appears more frequently when the patient starts to walk. Lymphatic hyperplasia is seen in more than half the patients, generally in the form of vesicles containing a clear fluid or hemorrhagic vesicles at the surface of the skin, which are associated with lymphedema and lymphatic macrocysts (Figures 17 and 18).

The increased volume of the affected limb becomes more noticeable with age. Of particularly note is soft tissue enlargement and macrodactyly, which require monitoring and specific treatment; in a small percentage of patients atrophy and shortening of the limb is observed. The main complication of Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome is thrombophlebitis, which is reported in 20% to 45% of patients and causes pulmonary embolism in 4% to 25%
of cases. Coagulation disorders are also common in the form of localized intravascular coagulation, hemothorax, and intestinal or urinary bleeding due to focal disease. The risk of recurrent cellulitis and bacteremias increases with greater lymphatic involvement.

Proteus Syndrome
Proteus syndrome is a heterogenous condition defined by the presence of asymmetric vascular, skeletal, and soft-tissue lesions of varying size. Linear verrucous skin lesions, lipomas and lipomatosis, macrocephalia, asymmetric limbs with partial gigantism of the hand, foot, or both, and a plantar cerebriform thickening corresponding histologically to collagenoma can be observed. In a series of 55 patients, 98.2% showed asymmetric body growth and macrodactyly.

Vascular lesions occur in 69% of the cases and are of the following types, in descending order of frequency: venular malformations such as port wine stains (Figure 19), lymphatic malformations (micro- and macrocystic), and combined low-flow malformations such as Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome. High-flow lesions such as the Parkes-Weber syndrome have never been described.

Maffucci Syndrome
The Maffucci syndrome is a congenital and sporadic mesenchymal dysplasia that is associated with venous, capillary, and occasionally lymphatic malformations, with exostosis and enchondromas. Occasionally, spindle-cell hemangioendotheliomas may appear in preexisting vascular lesions. Lesions can be localized, usually to the hands or feet, or generalized. They may be present at birth although it is more common for there to be an early and progressive development of multiple bluish subcutaneous nodules with a soft consistency and often containing phlebolites.

At the same time, enchondromas develop, characterized clinically as hard nodules in the long bones, particularly in the hands and feet. They cause more or less evident
deformities and pathological fractures depending on the degree of involvement.102 In the radiograph, enchondromas appear as hypodense regions. Their main complication is the risk of onset of malignant disease, particularly chondrosarcomas, the high incidence of which—around 40%—make biopsy of any painful lesion obligatory.

High Flow

Parkes-Weber Syndrome

The Parkes-Weber syndrome is a venular arteriovenous malformation. It appears at birth and affects the legs (77%) more often than the arms, but to a lesser extent than Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome. It is characterized by a diffuse reddish pink macule with geometric or blotchy borders that spread evenly in all directions. Unlike the Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome, the vascular lesion is a high-flow one with arteriovenous fistulas. Lateral venous anomalies are uncommon, and lymphatic malformations and arteriovenous fistulas. Lateral venous anomalies are uncommon, and lymphatic malformations and musculoskeletal involvement does not usually occur. Twenty-three percent of the cases occur on the arms.103,104 Instead of thrombophlebitis and the risk of pulmonary embolism, the main complication in the Parkes-Weber syndrome is increased cardiac load that might lead to heart failure and cutaneous ischemia.12,100
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